Parallel Bayesian Global Optimization of Expensive Functions, for metrics Optimization at Yelp

Abstract:
We consider parallel derivative-free global optimization of expensive-to-evaluate functions. We present a new decision-theoretic algorithm for this problem, which places a Bayesian prior distribution on the objective function, and chooses the set of points to evaluate next that provide the largest value of the information. This decision-theoretic approach was previously proposed by Ginsbourger and co-authors in 2008, but was deemed too difficult to actually implement in practice. Using stochastic approximation, we provide a practical algorithm implementing this approach, and demonstrate that it provides a significant speedup over the single-threaded expected improvement algorithm. We then describe how Yelp, the online business review company, uses this algorithm to optimize the content that their users see. An open source implementation, called the Metrics Optimization Engine (MOE), was co-developed with engineers at Yelp and is available at github.com/yelp/MOE.
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